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ABSTRACT 

Since the 1920s, it has been recognized that nonhuman animals are capable of forming 

expectations about rewards and exhibit emotional responses when those expectations are 

violated—when obtained rewards have lower value than expected rewards. Our lab utilizes a 

rodent model for coping with unexpected reward loss with a specific interest in furthering our 

understanding of the underlying neural correlates. Frustration effects in rats are commonly and 

reliably produced using the consummatory successive negative contrast (cSNC) procedure, 

where rats are given access to a highly preferred 32% sucrose solution followed by an 

unexpected downshifted to 4% sucrose. Such surprising nonreward leads to a suppression of 

behavior compared to a control group that always received the less-preferred, 4% sucrose 

solution. Studies involving neurological manipulation indicate that permanent lesion or 

reversible deactivation of the central amygdala (CeA) and the basolateral amygdala (BLA) 

eliminate the cSNC effect. While these studies are important for identifying key structures, they 

provide little information about the underlying circuitry. The present research examined the role 

of the neural pathway between the BLA and CeA in the cSNC task using a chemogenetic 

approach known as Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs). 

Inhibitory DREADDs are intracranially infused into the key structures and later activated by 

intraperitoneal injections of clozapine N-oxide (CNO). Both groups of rats received unilateral 

inactivation of the BLA and CeA. The experimental (contralateral) group has one functioning 

area in each hemisphere, a procedure that disrupts communication between the two areas. The 

control (ipsilateral) group has one hemisphere disrupted while the other is left intact. Preliminary 

results indicate a disconnecting the BLA-CeA pathway reduces the cSNC effect in contralateral 

rats compared to ipsilateral rats. The BLA-CeA pathway is necessary to respond to surprising 
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nonreward. These results add to the hypothesized model of circuity underlying unexpected 

reward loss in mammals. Because the amygdala circuitry is highly conserved across species, 

these results inform us about the neural circuitry engaged by similar instances of frustrative 

nonreward in the human brain. 
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Role of Basolateral Amygdala Efferents on Incentive Devaluation in Rats 

Background  

Early views of learning were often centered on the strengthening and weakening of 

stimulus-response associations. In these models, food was used to strengthen certain associations 

and behaviors, but the subjects themselves were argued to never actually learn about this food in 

a way that would lead to an expectation of reward. However, Tolman (1932) argued that animal 

subjects actually viewed food as an expected incentive that functioned as a goal, which is why 

food reinforces the behaviors on which its presentation is contingent. This was one of the first 

experiments to suggest that nonhuman animals can develop expectations of reward. 

 Tinklepaugh’s (1928) experiment also supported this view. In this study, monkeys were 

given both bananas and lettuce; these monkeys preferred bananas, but would still consume 

lettuce without issue. The monkeys were presented with both bananas and lettuce, which were 

then covered by a cup and momentarily hidden by a screen. When the screen was removed, the 

monkeys would remember which cup the bananas were hidden under and choose that cup, based 

on their preference. However, when the cup containing bananas was replaced by lettuce while 

hidden behind the screen, the monkeys reacted negatively upon finding lettuce, shrieking and 

sometimes even throwing the lettuce at researchers. These extreme and unexpected reactions 

supported the view that nonhuman animals can form expectations of reward; the behavioral 

shifts that result from violations of reward expectations were considered by Tinklepaugh to be 

emotional in nature.  
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This effect was later explored in rats by Zeaman (1949), who coined the terms “negative 

contrast” and “positive contrast” to describe the emotional effects of surprising nonreward. 

Negative contrast refers to the behavioral consequences of a reward which is worse than 

expected and positive contrast refers to the behavioral consequences of a reward that is better 

than expected. It is worth noting that positive contrast can be extremely difficult to demonstrate 

in the lab; as such, my experiment examines negative contrast exclusively. 

Consummatory Successive Negative Contrast 

  The methodology that I used to induce behavioral contrast effects in rats is called 

consummatory successive negative contrast (cSNC), first proposed by Vogel, Mikulka, and 

Spear (1968). In this procedure, rats are given free access to either 4% or 32% sucrose solution 

in an operant box during ten daily five-minute sessions. Rats show a preference for 32% sucrose, 

but they will willingly drink 4% sucrose if the higher concentration is unavailable. On day 11, by 

which point the rats have become accustomed to their particular concentration, the rats who were 

previously given 32% sucrose solution are unexpectedly downshifted to 4%. This leads to 

reliable changes in behavior. Perceiving the 4% sucrose to be less sweet than the expected 32%, 

the rats will drink significantly less solution than the rats who were given 4% sucrose throughout 

the previous sessions. The downshifted rats also increase their searching behavior, rearing and 

exploring the box, presumably to find the expected reward or to escape the surprising nonreward. 

Over a few sessions, the downshifted rats’ consumption recovers to the level of the rats from the 

unshifted 4% group.  

Neural Basis of cSNC 
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 Ortega, Solano, Torres, & Papini (2017) have proposed a two-level neural circuit 

responsible for the cSNC effect. For this experiment, I examined the second level of this circuit, 

which receives and processes taste information from the first level and modulates licking 

behavior based on the organism’s expectations. One key brain area that is involved in this effect 

is the amygdala, which facilitates the comparison between reward values (Kawasaki et al., 2017). 

Two particular structures of the amygdala that are involved in this effect are the basolateral 

amygdala (BLA) and the central amygdala (CeA).  

 The BLA is responsible for the comparison of rewards. This area synthesizes information 

about the current reward and memory of the previous reward, determining whether there is a 

discrepancy between those two values (Kawasaki et al., 2017). Rats that receive lesions to the 

BLA do not exhibit a contrast effect when given the cSNC task, meaning that the 32% sucrose 

group does not have significantly lower consumption of sucrose after downshift when compared 

to the 4% unshifted group (Becker et al., 1984). This suggests that the BLA is key for comparing 

the value of the current reward with the expected reward.  

 The CeA receives information about reward comparisons from the BLA (Paré, Quirk, & 

Ledoux, 2004). It then uses this information to modulate licking behavior; the CeA is what 

causes licking to be suppressed after downshift (Kawasaki et al., 2015). Activity in the CeA is 

therefore necessary for the cSNC effect.  

Reasoning for This Research 

 As explained before, both the BLA and the CeA are implicated in reward loss. Because 

the BLA sends input to the CeA about reward comparisons, it may be the case that the cSNC 

effect comes about as a result of this connection rather than because of the two structures 
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individually. My hypothesis was that disconnecting the BLA from the CeA would minimize the 

negative contrast effect from the cSNC task. 

 Pathways extending from the BLA are not currently well understood, meaning that a 

procedure disconnecting the BLA from the CeA could possibly reveal insight about the circuitry 

of the amygdala and its role in the contrast effect. The circuitry of the amygdala is highly 

conserved among vertebrate animals, which suggests that developing a functional map of the rat 

brain could help in understanding the way the human brain is also organized. Overall, this 

experiment could help us to understand how the mammalian brain copes with reward loss. 

Subjects 

 The subjects of this experiment were 44 male Wistar rats, bred inside the TCU vivarium. 

Male rats were used exclusively in order to ensure the accuracy of coordinates used for surgery. 

The rats were housed individually in wire-bottom cages. Prior to surgery, the rats were food 

deprived to 90% of their free-fed weight; after surgery occurred, the rats were further food 

deprived to between 84 and 87% of their original weight. Food deprivation to this degree is 

common in the cSNC task, as it provides additional motivation for the rats to drink sucrose. 30 

minutes after testing completed on each day, the rats were given access to enough food to 

maintain their necessary weight. 

Apparatus 

 Testing took place in a set of eight operant boxes. Sipper tubes attached to bottles 

containing sucrose solution were inserted into and retracted from these boxes using a computer 

in the adjacent room. The number of licks to each sipper tube were automatically recorded and 

sent to this same computer. 
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Surgical Procedure 

 In order to temporarily disconnect the BLA and the CeA, we utilized Designer Receptors 

Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs), a novel technique that offers an 

alternative to the commonly used excitotoxic and electrolytic lesions which lead to permanent 

deactivation. The DREADDs procedure injects a virus into specific areas of the brain that 

introduces genes that code for specific G-protein coupled receptors. When these receptors are 

activated, they cause temporary deactivation of the targeted area, allowing testing to occur while 

this area is inactive and ensuring that there is no brain impairment while testing is not occurring. 

The designer receptors that are introduced via DREADDs are temporarily activated by injections 

of clozapine-N-oxide (CNO).  

 In order to look at the connection between the BLA and the CeA, there were two groups 

that received DREADDs in different areas. The experimental, or contralateral group had one 

functioning area in each hemisphere of the brain; if the BLA on one side was deactivated, the 

CeA on the other side was deactivated. This pattern of deactivation disrupted communication 

between the BLA and the CeA, as these areas could neither communicate with each other within 

the same hemisphere or across the two hemispheres.  There were 23 rats in the contralateral 

group. The control, or ipsilateral group had both the BLA and the CeA deactivated in a single 

hemisphere of the brain, with the other hemisphere fully intact. This allowed these areas to 

communicate with each other in the intact hemisphere while ensuring that there were no side 

effects due to differing levels of overall deactivation between the two groups. There were 21 rats 

in the ipsilateral group. All rats were given two weeks after recovering from surgery before 

testing began to provide enough time for genetic expression of the DREADD. 
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Testing 

 The 44 subjects were randomly divided into 32% and 4% sucrose groups. For ten 

consecutive days, each subject received the assigned sucrose concentration during a daily 5 

minute session. Licking responses were recorded automatically. Beginning on session 11, all of 

the subjects were given CNO injections 30 minutes prior to the start of testing. The 30 minute 

gap between injections and the cSNC task allowed enough time for the designer receptors to 

activate, inducing deactivation of the target area. There were four post-shift sessions, after which 

the subjects were euthanized via perfusion. Their brains were then extracted and prepared for 

histology, which will confirm that the DREADDs were correctly infused in the target areas. 

Results

 

 On session 11, the rats in the contralateral condition showed no evidence of a cSNC 

effect following reward downshift from 32% to 4% sucrose (*: p = .02). Multiple t-tests were 
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used to determine which groups had significant differences from one another, and the p-value 

was derived using these T-scores. The small p-value suggests that the lack of evidence for a 

cSNC effect in the contralateral condition was not due to chance. This is consistent with my 

hypothesis that disconnecting the CeA to BLA pathway would minimize the cSNC effect. 

During this session, there was no significant difference between the 32% contralateral condition 

and either of the 4% conditions, suggesting that the rats in the contralateral condition were 

unable to compare the current 4% sucrose reward to the expected 32% sucrose reward. The 32% 

ipsilateral condition, on the other hand, was significantly different from the contralateral 

condition, exhibiting the expected cSNC effect. 

 Because ipsilateral silencing of the CeA to BLA pathway did not eliminate the cSNC 

effect, this suggests that a single intact hemisphere is sufficient for producing the cSNC effect. 

The lack of a difference between the various 4% groups suggests that the CeA to BLA pathway 

does not appear to be involved unless there is a reward downshift.  

 Histology is ongoing to confirm that the DREADDs were infused correctly. Preliminary 

data is encouraging; infusion of the DREADDs appears to have been mostly isolated to the target 

areas. 

Conclusions 

 The results of this experiment confirm that communication between the BLA and the 

CeA is crucial for comparing different reward values and for negative contrast to occur. These 

regions individually are not sufficient for producing the cSNC effect; these two areas must 

communicate in order to produce a behavioral response to reward loss. These results contribute 

to our understanding of the reward loss circuit, which has several implications. Firstly, because 
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of the conservation of the amygdala in mammalian species, the results of this experiment are 

helpful in understanding the organization of the human brain as well as the rat brain. This aids us 

in creating and refining a functional map of the projections of the BLA, which is especially 

important given that the neural circuitry of this region is not currently well understood.  

Reward comparison is widely involved in our day-to-day lives, and it can affect our 

behavior in significant ways. Because of this, there are compelling benefits to understanding the 

neural basis for reward comparison. For instance, the reward loss circuit is believed to be 

involved in the process of emotional self-medication, which is the consumption of substances 

that reduce negative emotion in response to aversive life events, which may include various 

forms of reward loss (Torres & Papini, 2016). As such, understanding the neural basis of reward 

evaluation provides insight into the process of emotional self-medication, with promising 

implications for the treatment of substance abuse and addiction. 

 Additionally, this experiment provides encouraging evidence that the DREADDs 

procedure is viable for inducing deactivation of target brain areas. The histology performed thus 

far has shown that the infusion of DREADDs is precise and can be used to affect only the desired 

regions of the brain. The temporary deactivation provided by DREADDs is preferable to the 

permanent results of electrolytic or excitotoxic brain lesions, which have the potential to create 

deficits in behavior outside of testing. Because deactivation as a result of the DREADDs 

procedure is temporary and controllable, using this procedure we can ensure that neural 

deactivation is localized purely to the location and duration required for behavioral testing. 

DREADDs appears to be a promising method for studying the neural circuitry of the brain, and 

ongoing histology will hopefully strengthen this conclusion. 
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